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Alzheimer’s disease, a highly debilitating neurodegenerative dis-
order, is the most common form of dementia worldwide.1 Those af-
flicted struggle with issues with memory, thinking, and behavior; the 
slow, progressive onset of this cognitive decline2 makes it an insidious 
and emotionally painful illness for patients—nearly 44 million people 
worldwide3—and their families.  More agonizing still: there is currently 
no known cure.2 A recent study in the Journal of Alzheimer’s Disease, 
though, points to another way to slow the development of the disease: 
deep brain stimulation.4  

Deep brain stimulation (DBS) involves implanting a “brain pace-
maker” in a patient to deliver electrical impulses to specific regions of 
the brain.  This alters its activities through regulation of specific action 
potentials, cells, or chemicals.5 DBS has proven efficacious for treating 
disorders like Parkinson’s disease, depression, and obsessive-compul-
sive disorder5, and now, it appears that the therapy may find success 
in Alzheimer’s treatment as well.  Multiple studies investigating DBS 
as Alzheimer’s treatment have described differentially successful re-
sults, reporting that deep brain stimulation in areas such as the fornix 
(implicated in the memory circuit of Papez) and the nucleus basalis of 
Meynert (a perception-related area that degenerates with Alzheimer’s) 
helped enhance memory by supporting the creation of new neurons in 
the hippocampus.2  

The use of DBS as a treatment for Alzheimer’s disease was a 
happy, yet accidental, discovery: in 2008, an obese patient treat-
ed with hypothalamic DBS (in the hopes that it would regulate 
his appetite by suppressing his hunger cues) suddenly reported 
déjà vu, a feeling of rejuvenation, and an ability to recollect old 
memories in more vivid detail than he ever had before.6  Fur-
ther imaging revealed that stimulation of his hypothalamus, the 
brain’s center for hunger and other drives, resulted in increased 
brain activity in his hippocampus (where short-term memories 
are consolidated into lasting ones).6  Though it was not inten-
tional, this unexpected consequence opened the floodgates for 
new ideas for the treatment of Alzheimer’s—a disease charac-
terized by significant memory loss.  

Many studies have tested the ability of DBS to treat the symp-
toms of the condition, and this newest addition in the Journal of 
Alzheimer’s Disease, from neurologists at The Ohio State Uni-
versity, provides a longer-term study to elaborate on preexist-
ing research.  The study found that DBS in the frontal lobe, a 
region responsible for problem-solving, organization, planning, 
and judgment, helped slow the cognitive decline of subjects 
with Alzheimer’s.4 Though the study had a notably small sample 
size of three participants, the results were promising: subjects’ 
cognitive functions declined much more slowly than did those 
of controls without the treatment.  One subject, who had been 
unable to prepare food on her own, was able to plan, organize, 
and cook a meal independently.4 These types of improvements 
have given doctors hope for the treatment outcomes of those 
suffering from Alzheimer’s disease, as well as other conditions 
that have a negative impact on cognition.  

Though Alzheimer’s disease is a hot topic in the medical 
community, scientists have a lot to learn about which routes of 
treatment will be the most beneficial.  The idea that DBS may 
successfully alleviate symptoms and slow disease progression 
is exciting and has sparked important discussions about next 
steps for treatment.  Many researchers agree that alterations to 
higher-processing networks of the brain have the potential to 
improve executive functioning in patients, and the numerous 
ways to achieve this neuromodulation leave plenty of room for 
creativity and innovation in methods of treatment.  Given the 
potential side effects of DBS—which can include surgical risks, 
infections, and neuropsychiatric complications7—an ideal treat-
ment might include non-invasive methods.5 That type of thera-
peutic may be a reality in the future, but the best we can do, for 
now, is appreciate the possibilities that DBS has made apparent 
to treaters of the most prevalent form of dementia today.   

Julia Canick ’17-’19 is a senior in Adams House studying Molec-
ular and Cellular Biology.
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ONE DOSE, ONE DAY: 
THE MAGIC OF XOFLUZA

HANSON TAM

On February 23, 2018 amidst a worst-
in-a-decade flu season, the Japanese 
pharmaceutical Shionogi & Co. attained 
approval to sell a new influenza drug in 
Japan.1 Xofluza (or baloxavir marboxil) 
works unlike any antiviral previously de-
veloped. Instead of preventing infected 
cells from releasing viral particles, as the 
established Tamiflu medication does, Xo-
fluza stops the flu from hijacking healthy 
cells in the first place.2

The strategy of blocking this earlier 
phase of the viral life cycle was prov-
en effective in the phase 3 clinical trial 
CAPSTONE-1, which concluded in Oc-
tober 2017.3 Researchers found that tak-
ing Xofluza, as opposed to Tamiflu or a 
placebo, led to better outcomes.4,5 First, 
patients on the new drug had significantly 
lower virus levels at all time points after 
treatment. For example, at the one day 
mark, 90% of patients on Tamiflu were 
still positive for influenza whereas only 
50% of patients on Xofluza carried de-
tectable virus.5 Second, virus production 
in Xofluza patients ceased after 24 hours 

while it continued for Tamiflu and place-
bo patients for 72 and 96 hours respec-
tively.4 In terms of clinical signs, patients 
on the new drug saw their fever subside 
in a median of 24.5 hours rather than 42 
hours (placebo). Other flu symptoms typ-
ically last around 80 hours (placebo), but 
those taking Xofluza experienced a much 
quicker recovery, with alleviation occur-
ring on average within 54 hours.4,5

Although the time required for symp-
tom relief was similar between Xofluza 
and Tamiflu, the medical community is 
excited about Xofluza because it induces 
a rapid reduction in viral load. The new 
drug’s ability to stop viral shedding after 
only 24 hours could limit transmission 
and help contain outbreaks.4 Another ma-
jor benefit is that the Xofluza treatment 
involves exactly one dose, making it more 
convenient than Tamiflu’s five-day regi-
ment of two doses per day.2 

This breakthrough in antiviral devel-
opment comes in a year when influenza 
has been particularly deadly and when 
the vaccine has been particularly inef-
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fective. As of the end of February 2018, 
the flu already caused 114 child deaths 
in the United States, with record high 
hospitalization rates reported by the Cen-
ter for Disease Control.6 This year’s flu 
shots have conferred only 36% protection 
against the circulating strains.7 While re-
searchers are seeking a universal vaccine 
that can protect against all strains, experts 
warn that such a development is at least a 
decade away. In the meantime, pharma-
ceuticals including Shionogi, Johnson & 
Johnson, AstraZeneca, and Visterra are 
testing potential new compounds to treat 
the flu post-infection. Johnson & Johnson 
is investigating pimodivir, which targets 
viral replication. AstraZeneca and Vis-
terra are working on an injectable anti-
dote that would disable viruses.2 Many of 
these potential drugs have years of testing 
ahead, but Shionogi’s Xofluza has already 
made it through the regulatory process, at 
least in Japan.

How specifically does Xofluza work its 
magic? The way influenza replicates in 
host cells is by hijacking cellular machin-
ery to make copies of the viral genome as 
well as viral proteins. Influenza carries its 
genetic information in the form of RNA, 
a close cousin of DNA. A key player is 
the influenza virus RNA polymerase, 
which serves two functions. First, it uses 
its nuclease activity to cut capped RNA 
fragments from host cell RNAs. These 
capped fragments then serve as primers 
for the copying of viral mRNA, the poly-

merase’s second function.8 A 2009 study 
by Dias et al. determined the location of 
the endonuclease active site within the 
RNA polymerase, making it a promising 
target for an influenza drug.9 Subsequent-
ly, Xofluza was developed. It is a cap-de-
pendent endonuclease inhibitor that 
stops the influenza polymerase and thus 
viral replication.2

Shionogi, partnering with Roche, 
plans to apply for U.S. approval this sum-
mer, with a decision expected in 2019.2 
In addition to its proven effectiveness 
against both influenza A and influenza B 
strains, Xofluza also has potential against 
Tamiflu-resistant and avian flu strains.5 
If the new drug lives up to the results re-
ported in the clinical trial, it would be a 
groundbreaking development in antiviral 
medication. Requiring only one dose and 
inducing recovery in one day, Xofluza is 
the future of our fight against influenza.

Hanson Tam ’19 is a junior in Lowell 
House concentrating in Molecular and 
Cellular Biology.
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Aging & Debilitation:
The Grave Reality, and Hopeful Future, of 
Treating Neurodegenerative Disease

BY LEON YANG

INTRODUCTION
At the start of the new year, during 

a time usually associated with reso-
lution and new promises, two major 
pharmaceutical companies, Pfizer and 
Axovant, both announced the discon-
tinuation of their campaigns to uncover 
drugs to treat Alzheimer’s disease and 
Parkinson’s disease, two progressive 
and debilitating neurodegenerative 
diseases that stunt cognitive function 
and deprive individuals of the ability to 
complete the most rudimentary phys-
ical and mental tasks.1 The stagnation 
of research related to these diseases is 
especially relevant in contemporary 
times given the aging of our popula-
tion, which will experience a strong 
shift towards older age in the coming 
years. Current projections suggest that 
by 2060, Americans 65 and older may 
reach 98 million persons, a more than 
two-fold increase from the current 46 
million individuals currently in this age 
bracket.2 Old age is almost inextricable 
from decay of the brain and neurode-
generative disease. Thus, an under-

standing of current research, which 
hopes to find remedies for these dis-
eases, is pertinent to understanding the 
innovations and intricacies of science 
necessary to slow down, and perhaps 
rescue us from the encroaching grasp 
of diseases of the brain.

A BRIEF HISTORICAL ASIDE
Understanding how far our under-

standing of neurodegenerative disease 
has progressed is tied to recognizing 
how rudimentary knowledge of treat-
ments was only a few decades ago. 
As Anne B. Young notes in a review 
of the evolution of medicine pertain-
ing to neurological disorders over the 
past 40 years, the concept of neurology 
centered on the diagnosis of these dis-
eases and less on how to treat them.3 
The brain is an organ protected by the 
blood-brain barrier and so was hard to 
access for diagnostic purposes before 
the emergence of CT, PET, and MRI 
scans.3 Many neurodegenerative dis-
eases have no definitive cause; paired 
with the inaccessibility of the brain, this 

has made diagnostic and treatment ap-
proaches relatively difficult. Progress, 
however, has been made.

The study of neurodegenerative 
disease gained momentum with the 
discovery of methods to study the 
connections between nerve fibers, in-
cluding one that utilized horseradish 
peroxidase as a tracer to study axonal 
pathways, and with the eventual inven-
tion and proliferation of novel imaging 
techniques.4,5 The rise of new imaging 
platforms, as well as the accessibility of 
thorough genomic data, has spurred 
more targeted research and the creation 
of effective transgenic mouse models.3 
However, in general effective therapies 
and cures remain elusive.  Between 
2002 and 2012, there were only 413 
drug trials for Alzheimer’s drugs with 
only a 0.4% success rate.6 To put this in 
perspective, the New York Times pub-
lished an article in August 2017 with the 
headline: “A Cancer Conundrum: Too 
Many Drugs Trials, Too Few Patients.” 
The article described the difficulty to 

Wikimedia Commons
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fill the 1,000 trials for immunotherapy 
drugs that are currently underway.7

WHAT RESEARCH HAVE 
WE DONE?

While it is clear that neurodegenera-
tive disease research requires continued 
investment of time and resources, the 
strides that scientists have already made 
in this field are noteworthy and should 
be elucidated. The following is a sketch 
of some common neurodegenerative 
diseases and possible exciting innova-
tions.

ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE
Alzheimer’s disease, named after Dr. 

Alois Alzheimer, who discovered the dis-
ease in 1906, is the most common form 
of dementia in older people; estimates 
put it as the third highest cause of death 
in older individuals, behind heart dis-
ease and cancer.8 Two hallmarks of the 
disease are the accumulation of plaque 
deposits consisting of the beta-amyloid 
protein and tangles consisting of the mi-
crotubule-binding protein tau; the dis-
ease is also associated with neuron loss 
and synapse loss.9 Beta-amyloid and tau 
were discovered in 1984 and 1986, re-
spectively, leading to the first drug trial 
in 1987, conducted by Pfizer. Currently, 
there are five FDA-approved drugs to 
treat Alzheimer’s, though none is sig-
nificantly effective in reversing or even 
slowing the progression of the disease.10

However, certain research studies 
have excited the scientific community. 
Immunotherapy provides one angle. 
Some studies suggest that the immune 
system can be equipped to target be-
ta-amyloid plaques in the hopes of al-
leviating an individual of this protein, 
associated with the pathogenesis of the 
disease.11 Although recent trials have not 
been successful, clinical trials based on 
both the humoral (relating to B cells) 
and cell-mediated (relating to cytotoxic 
T cells) still remain viable options for fu-
ture research. 

In addition, a recent study in Feb-
ruary 2018 showed that inhibiting the 

BACE1 enzyme through the deletion of 
the gene that encodes it led to a loss of 
plaques and improved cognitive func-
tion; deleting the gene after early devel-
opment stages rendered the mice free of 
any side effects, circumventing the ma-
lignancy that deleting genes can often 
cause.12 Although the transition between 
mouse models and human subjects is an 
extrapolation that must be made with 
caution, hope remains high for the via-
bility of a treatment based on this mech-
anism. In general, these two examples 
serve as a microcosm of the unique and 
exciting science aimed at combatting 
Alzheimer’s disease.

PARKINSON'S DISEASE
Parkinson’s disease, discovered by 

James Parkinson in 1817, is another 
relatively common neurological disor-
der that affects around one million in-
dividuals in the United States and five 
million worldwide. What frustrates sci-
entists and patients alike is that there is 
no known cause of the disease; rather, it 
seems as though a confluence of genet-
ic and environmental factors lead to its 
emergence and progression in individ-
uals.13 The most characteristic symptom 
of the disease is a tremor in the hands as 
well as rigidity of movement.13 Just like 
Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s disease pro-
gressively robs people of their most ba-
sic functions. And just like Alzheimer’s 
as well, Parkinson’s disease is associated 
with protein aggregates, these ones called 
Lewy bodies, which contain the presyn-
aptic neuronal protein alpha-synuclein. 
Researchers believe these proteins dis-
rupt synaptic function, leading to the 
pathogenesis of the disease.14 Currently, 
treatments are directed towards easing 
symptoms but do nothing to erase them 
or significantly slow them down.

Again, possibilities in treatment and 
cures remain high. In improving the 
methods to improve the diagnosis of 
Parkinson’s disease, researchers have 
used CRISPR, the novel gene-editing 
technique that has been used for a wide 
variety of scientific purposes. Scientists 
at the University of Central Florida have 
used CRISPR to attach a reporter gene, 

a nanoluciferase, to alpha-synuclein, 
generating an effective way to visual-
ize the progression of Parkinson’s dis-
ease.15 This would allow researchers to 
use an early diagnosis to begin treating 
the disease in its early stages, a strategy 
important in combating any progressive 
disease. In addition, because Parkinson’s 
disease leads to the destruction of dopa-
mine-producing neurons, scientists have 
attempted to create these cells in primate 
models with great success.16 The use of 
iPSCs circumvents ethical concerns 
while also providing a viable option to 
combat Parkinson’s disease by restoring 
the brain’s ability to generate dopamine.

AMYOTROPHIC LATERAL 
SCLEROSIS

Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, or ALS, 
rose to the national stage when Yankee 
legend Lou Gehrig was diagnosed with 
the disease and passed away shortly 
thereafter. The disease is characterized 
by progressive muscle wasting and a loss 
in the ability to control voluntary move-
ment. Muscle weakness is followed by 
muscle twitching, which in turn is fol-
lowed by muscle atrophy.17 

Research has been slower for ALS, 
but huge social movements have enabled 
momentum to build. The once famous 
ice bucket challenge and the now prev-
alent hot pepper challenge are a testa-
ment to the societal backing of research. 
In 1994, the drug Riluzole was shown 
to slow the progression of the disease 
by targeting the neurotransmitter gluta-
mate that may be involved in its patho-
genesis.18 In 2017, the FDA approved 
Edaravone, a drug that reduces the ox-
idative stress of ALS.19

SOME FINAL THOUGHTS
Neurodegenerative disease is wide in 

its breadth and devastating in its effects. 
However, Pfizer and Axovant’s discon-
tinuations of their neurodegenerative 
disease treatment programs should not 
be deterrents to the potential of biomed-
ical research to solve the mechanisms 
behind these diseases. Science has al-
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ready made great leaps, and it is important 
for policy makers and scientists to work 
together to develop therapies. In a sign that 
this synergy is possible, FDA director Dr. 
Scott Gottlieb announced in February 2018 
that he supports a “broader, programmatic 
focus on advancing treatments for neuro-
logical disorders that aren’t adequately ad-
dressed by available therapies.”20 With con-
tinued government support and intellectual 
initiative from a wide array of scientists, one 
day we will certainly develop cures for these 
neurodegenerative diseases. 

Leon Yang ’21 is a freshman in Weld Hall 
intending to concentrate in Molecular and 
Cellular Biology or Neurobiology.
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“Did the Bitcoin Bubble Just Burst?”1 
This latest news headline and many 
others immediately and frequently 

catch our attention with key terms such as 
Bitcoin, cryptocurrency, and blockchain. 
We’ve all heard of the cryptocurrency or 
digital asset Bitcoin, but few understand 
it. More importantly, even fewer under-
stand the technology that underlies it: 
blockchain. Although Bitcoin and other 
cryptocurrencies have a great potential to 
reshape our global economy and financial 
industry, the underlying blockchain tech-
nology has the potential to transform ev-
ery industry in our world today, especially 
healthcare, which is currently in a state of 
disarray. As J.P. Morgan Chase CEO Jamie 
Dimon recently said, “Blockchain is real.”2 
But what is this blockchain technology 
and can it save our healthcare system?

WHAT IS BLOCKCHAIN
TECHNOLOGY?

A blockchain is simply a digital ledger, 
or essentially a digital book, that can main-
tain a series of records of data for all par-
ties involved in the network.3 Blockchains 
have been critically designed to be secure, 
decentralized, and transparent. The secu-
rity arises from how different blocks, each 
of which contains certain data, such as 
from a transaction or contract, are time-
stamped and cryptographically linked, 
thereby forming a chain of blocks.3 Each 

block contains two cryptographic hashes, 
or simply digital fingerprints: one is gen-
erated using the data in that block and the 
second is simply the hash of the previous 
block.4 If the data in a block is changed, 
then its hash will change and no longer 
match the hash value originally stored in 
the block ahead of it. Thus, any attempt 
to change the information in one of the 
blocks of the chain can be spotted, thereby 
preventing any data removal or tamper-
ing3. These cryptographic hashes form the 
crux of the immutability of blockchains, 
though there are often other features of the 
chain that play a role as well, such as the 
proof-of-work mechanism.

The decentralized nature of blockchains 
arises from how each party in the network 
has a copy of the most up-to-date block-
chain and how a block can only be added 
to the blockchain if verified by a majori-
ty of parties within the network.5 Once 
a block is validated, each party has their 
copy updated to ensure all records match. 
This distributed design of blockchains also 
makes it nearly impossible for blockchains 
to be compromised or hacked. In contrast, 
many current systems are far more cen-
tralized. In these centralized systems, a 
central organization or person has domi-
nant control over the verification and reg-
ulation of the databases. In blockchains, 
since transactions can occur directly be-
tween the parties involved in the network 
with approval from majority of the parties, 

the need for middlemen, such as the gov-
ernment, is often eliminated.6

The transparency of blockchains arises 
from how the different blocks of infor-
mation can be traced and viewed by the 
different parties of the network. More-
over, each party knows that each block 
has been validated and not unknowingly 
been modified.3,4 Either all or certain data 
in these blocks can be viewed by all par-
ties in the network depending on how the 
blockchain is designed or modeled. These 
variations in a blockchain’s design allows 
for its application to different fields and 
purposes. The complexity of novel block-
chain models or designs is currently being 
explored and researched for specific appli-
cations, as different blockchains can have 
different features that are specific for their 
purpose. Overall, the security, decentral-
ization, and transparency in the design of 
blockchains give people hope that its im-
plementation into different industries will 
bring greater trust, security, and reduced 
costs within those industries.

BLOCKCHAIN IN THE FRONTIER 
SYSTEM

With the elimination of intermediar-
ies, transparency, and security being some 
of the greatest advantages of blockchain 
technology, there’s no surprise that a ma-
jority of the earliest adopters, researchers, 
and innovators of this technology were 
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interested in applying it to our banking 
and financial systems.7  Financial institu-
tions and fintech startups are partnering 
together and are actively interested in 
applying blockchain for wholesale pay-
ments, clearing and settlements, issuing 
debt and equity, management, and more.7 
Many new cryptocurrencies have been 
developed in hopes of becoming the most 
efficient, effective, and widely adopted, 
whether it be for general money trans-
fers, for specific financial institutions like 
investment banks, or even for non-mon-
etary use8. Some of these Bitcoin alterna-
tives, also referred to as “altcoins,” have 
been growing rapidly, including Ripple, 
Litecoin, Monero, and Ether.8 Nonethe-
less, blockchain technology has begun to 
disrupt the financial ecosystem, as many 
large firms including Accenture, McK-
insey & Company, IBM, and Deloitte are 
investigating this ripe technology.9

BLOCKCHAIN IN HEALTHCARE

The advent of blockchain technology 
and its promising future have spurred 
unparalleled investments and interest 
in applying it to healthcare. Blockchain’s 
ability to disrupt the current healthcare 
ecosystem and infrastructure has trig-
gered a rise in many startups and busi-
nesses entering this unfolding industry.

Within healthcare, blockchain can 
have a large impact in many aspects. 
Heavy attention has been specifically fo-
cused on electronic health records and 
patient data. Currently, one of the biggest 
issues with patient data involves the in-
teroperability of different systems or soft-

wares within and between organizations, 
and even the privacy and security associ-
ated with those data when communicated 
between systems.10 The consequences of 
healthcare data interoperability are vast. 
In an era of technological advancements, 
repeatedly filling out bundles of paper 
forms at different hospitals and clinics is 
shameful. Redundant testing is not only 
a greater financial burden on the system 
and patient, but also simply ineffective 
and a waste of time. Poor coordination 
and miscommunication among multiple 
providers working on a patient increase 
chances of erroneous diagnoses and inef-
fective therapies. 

There is a great potential for block-
chain to streamline and function as a 
distributed database for improving in-
teroperability. In the future, we hope that 
from a single blockchain, patient data 
can be readily accessed by all providers, 
researchers, and patients themselves. The 
beauty of blockchain technology is its 
ability to make this secured patient data 
easily accessible while simultaneously 
maintaining patient privacy through its 
cryptographic public and private keys. 
Moreover, through this blockchain tech-
nology, patients can access their life-long 
health history privately while also being 
able to share certain aspects of their data 
with healthcare providers and organiza-
tions. Giving patients more access and 
control of their own data is critical for 
healthcare’s primary goal of delivering 
patient-centered care. Patients will be-
come more involved in their own care 
and will be better able to make informed 
decisions about their treatment or thera-

py options.
Integrating patient data on blockchain 

technology will have an unfathomable 
impact on the pace of new discoveries in 
biomedical research, both in laboratories 
and clinics. Rapid access to patient data 
through the blockchain would allow re-
searchers to investigate large amounts 
of data simultaneously. With these large 
data sets, researchers can better inves-
tigate various topics at the population 
level, including health trends over time, 
differences in disease susceptibility 
among ethnic groups, differences in a 
drug’s effectiveness between sexes, and 
much more. These large patient data sets 
are also critical for building and training 
machine learning algorithms that can 
predict these trends and increased dis-
ease susceptibilities. Most importantly, 
principal investigators and research orga-
nizations could rapidly access this patient 
data without having the patient’s identity 
compromised. 

Even outside the clinic and research 
institutions, blockchain in the health-
care infrastructure has been proposed 
for many smaller, yet critical, areas.11 For 
example, blockchain technology may be 
used for monitoring and maintaining ac-
tive records of all healthcare providers, in-
cluding their certifications, hospital affil-
iations, education, and more. Healthcare 
providers are frequently changing where 
they practice, their specialties, and recer-
tifying; thus, a blockchain-based system 
will allow for regulation, monitoring, and 
even fraud prevention.11 Blockchains also 
have the potential to resolve many of the 
issues we face today in medication adher-

Figure 1: A sample blockchain model showing how different blocks are linked through cryptographic hashes.
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ence and drug abuse, areas of high con-
cern due to the current opioid overdose 
epidemic. Through blockchain technol-
ogy, the manufacturing and prescribing 
of these drugs can better be traced and 
monitored, preventing drug misuse and 
repetitive prescriptions.12 Blockchain’s 
function as an immutable digital ledger 
has even pushed innovators to explore its 
use in managing the issue of counterfeit 
pills in the pharmaceutical supply chain 
and even for managing clinical trials for 
novel therapeutics.

In order to show the interest of compa-
nies in blockchain for healthcare, a recent 
Deloitte survey found that 35 percent of 
blockchain-knowledgeable healthcare 
senior executives in healthcare were 
planning to implement blockchain.13 
Many new startups are also aiming to ap-
ply blockchain to various aspects of the 
healthcare system. Some companies cur-
rently pursuing blockchain in healthcare 
include PokitDok, Gem, and Guardtime. 
PokitDok is looking at interoperabili-
ty, Gem is investigating reimbursement 
models, and Guardtime is exploring 
health data security.14

The ability for blockchain technology 
to make large amounts of data immutable, 
secure, private, and accessible inspires 
many to work towards its large-scale 
adoption in healthcare, especially for in-
teroperability. This interoperability will 
drive a rapid increase in the rate of med-
ical research discoveries and innovations 
by allowing researchers to access large 
sets of patient data while maintaining pa-
tient privacy. The distributed ledger de-
sign and elimination of middlemen have 
driven people to believe that this technol-
ogy can bring back trust in the systems 
to which it is adopted in.15 Moreover, in 
healthcare specifically, this future elim-
ination of middlemen may drive down 
healthcare costs and reduce fraudulent 
activity in medical billing and insurance. 
Because this is such a new and emerging 
technology, current healthcare guidelines 
and regulations for the implementation 
and integration of blockchain technology 
are not yet established. These regulatory 
standards could be a potential barrier to 
the widespread adoption of blockchain. 
There is hope that in the coming years a 
better understanding of this technology 
will promote its integration and eventu-
al disruption of the industry. Overall, the 

possibilities are endless for applying this 
revolutionary blockchain technology to 
medicine in order to transform and save 
the healthcare ecosystem.

Puneet Gupta ’18 is a senior concentrat-
ing in Biology.
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The Race to Quantum 
Supremacy

By Kidus Negesse

The computer is one of the most rev-
olutionary devices ever invented, and it 
distinctively marks the landscape of the 
digital era. We use it to work, learn, teach, 
read, write, speak, share information, ac-
cess the government, power hospitals, run 
businesses, automate industry, perform 
research, make purchases, secure data, 
watch movies, drive cars, fly planes, and 
even travel to space. Everything we do is 
centered around it and completely depen-
dent on it. The computer has become an 
indispensable facet of modern life. 

And yet, they are aging—big time. We 
have reached the point where the comput-
er industry is approaching physical limits 
on how small we can make transistors, the 
billions of switches that provide us with 
computational power. For that reason, the 
power of our computers is capped, and 
while that may not be an issue for brows-
ing internet memes, it is affecting work 
in cryptography, physical simulations, 
and other fields with computationally 
demanding processes. As we inch closer 
and closer to our limitations, researchers 
have been working behind the scenes to 
create quantum computers, which use the 

special properties of quantum mechanics 
to process unimaginable streams of infor-
mation. To realize the importance of these 
new developments, we will first examine 
the issues with our current computers, 
then cover the beautiful theory behind 
quantum computation, and finally ex-
plore some of the most remarkable break-
throughs in this field here at Harvard and 
around the world. 

The Limitations of Classical
Computers

Classical computers are the bread and 
butter of modern technology. They are 
made up of large electronic circuits that 
contain switches called transistors that 
can allow or block the flow of electricity 
by manipulating electric fields. A bit is a 
piece of information that tells us whether 
there is electricity flowing through a tran-
sistor, and it is binary, meaning it can have 
one of two states: 1 when there is electric-
ity, and 0 when there is not.1

We can then combine many transistors 
into an even larger structure called a log-

ic gate, which checks whether electricity 
is flowing through its individual transis-
tors. Using that information and a set of 
rules, it either allows or blocks electricity 
out of the gate. Those rules are statements 
of logic, and since basic math operations 
are based on logic, all the calculations and 
computation behind our computers are 
built on top of these logic gates.2

Computing power, the speed with 
which computer operations are carried 
out, has grown exponentially during the 
past few decades as we became able to fit 
more and more transistors onto chips. In 
1971, the Intel 4004 processor had a mere 
2300 transistors; in 2016, Intel’s Xeon 
processor contained 7.2 billion. Gordon 
Moore, the co-founder of Intel, was so 
optimistic about this growth that he pre-
dicted that the number of transistors in a 
chip would double every two years. His 
observation became known as Moore’s 
Law after it proved to be true throughout 
the late 20th century. But Moore failed to 
consider that as we construct smaller and 
smaller transistors, we start to dive into 
the bizarre world of quantum mechanics.3 

As transistors shrink down to atom-

Wikimedia Commons
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ic sizes, they begin to face weird quantum 
effects. In particular, a transistor on the 
scale of an electron encounters quantum 
tunneling, a phenomenon where a particle 
can pass through a barrier that it classically 
could not penetrate. This is because as we 
enter the quantum scale, particles become 
defined by wave functions that describe the 
probability of finding the particles in par-
ticular regions of space. If a barrier is on 
the same scale as the particle, then the wave 
function will necessarily show that there 
is a non-zero probability that the particle 
might exist in the space beyond the barri-
er. The terminology of “tunneling” through 
the barrier then is really a classical meta-
phor to help us comprehend what is hap-
pening—the particle simply has a chance of 
showing up beyond the barrier.4 

We would not be able to use transis-
tors as binary devices that output 1s and 
0s because the probabilistic nature of the 
location of the electrons would not return 
definite values for the presence of current. 
Thus, the physical limit of the size of tran-
sistors, our source of computing power, will 
come to stall the continuation of Moore’s 
Law. But why not consider the possibility 
that the very phenomenon that limits us 
could be used to our advantage?5

The Quantum Computer

Quantum mechanics poses a physical 
limit to the power of a system built on top 
of binary bits. But what about non-binary 
information? The information of particle, 
such as its position or momentum, is deter-
mined by quantum probability functions. 
Underlying these functions is something 
called the principle of superposition, which 
states that a particle exists across all of its 
possible states at the same time, like over-
lapping waves. Once you measure the sys-
tem, however, it will collapse into a single 
state; otherwise, the system exists as a prob-
ability distribution across states.6

The bits of information on a computer 
could also be described by superposition. 
These theoretical information packets are 
known as qubits, and unlike binary bits, 
they can simultaneously be in a state of 1 
and 0. This would allow a qubit to contain 
two pieces of information at the same time! 
For example, a system of 4 classical bits car-
ries 4 bits of information since each classi-
cal bit has 1 value. But because each qubit 
is in a superposition of 1 and 0, it carries 
2 possible bits of information. Thus, with 4 
qubits, we would have 24 possible states or 

16 bits of information. We can generalize 
this to say that N qubits will contain 2^N 
bits of information. The power of exponen-
tials is on our side; for example, a system of 
20 qubits would be equivalent to the com-
puting power of 220 = 1,048,576 classical 
bits!6

Similar to how we use the flow of elec-
tricity to encode classical bits, we can use 
properties of quantum systems, like the 
spin of electrons or the polarization of light, 
to represent qubits. Then, quantum gates—
the equivalent of logic gates for quantum 
computers—take in incoming qubits and 
output a result. To get values from the out-
put, however, we have to measure it. What 
happens again when you measure a quan-
tum system? It collapses into a single state 
and gives one classical value—it seems as 
if the incredible magnitude of informa-
tion held by the qubits simply disappears. 
Getting around this is quite difficult and 
requires quantum algorithms that filter the 
outputs to return useful results. The devel-
opment of these quantum algorithms is one 
of the largest areas of research in quantum 
computing, and we will cover them in more 
detail later.6 

Experts view quantum computers as ma-
chines best suited for operations that can 
take advantage of these superpositions to 
run many different calculations all at once, 
a process called parallel computation. The 
beauty of quantum computation is exactly 
this—the improvement is not in the speed 
of each individual operation but rather in 
the reduction of the total number of opera-
tions required.

One quantum algorithm called Shor’s al-
gorithm exhibits this quality from its abili-
ty to crack the cryptography system called 
RSA that is used everywhere today. RSA 
creates secure keys by multiplying large 
prime numbers, and in order to crack the 
keys, you have to figure out what its fac-
tors—the prime numbers—are. It would 
take classical computers longer than the 
age of the universe to crack these keys; 
for quantum computers on the order of 
seconds. For some, this has scary implica-
tions, and rightfully so. Quantum comput-
ing seems to be lurking beneath our stable 
layer of security, ready to crack through at 
any second. But for many researchers, as we 
will see, this perspective is narrow in vision. 
To them, something of boundless potential, 
something unseen and not yet realized, lies 
in the future of quantum computing.6  

Breakthroughs 

Harvard physicist Mikhail Lukin is al-
ready at the forefront of quantum com-
puting, building a remarkable 51-qubit 
quantum simulator in the last two years. In 
an HSR interview with Lukin, he first de-
scribed that a quantum simulator is a little 
different from a general quantum computer 
because it’s a system specially designed to 
solve a specific set of problems. For Lukin, 
this specific problem is what’s known as 
“a many-body problem” in quantum me-
chanics, where the objective is to figure out 
how a collection of particles interact with 
each other. To build this machine, his team 
focused more than 100 laser beams into a 
cloud “of rubidium atoms so tightly that the 
laser beams acted as optical tweezers which 
could each capture exactly one atom.”7,8 

“We take a picture to determine which 
tweezers are holding atoms and then we re-
arrange the atoms into a crystal of arbitrary 
shape,” Lukin said.8 This arrangement is es-
sentially the input that his team programs 
into the quantum simulator. 

After setting this arrangement into place, 
“the atoms all start in an identical state and 
transform into a final state that is deter-
mined by interactions in the system.” This is 
how his simulator computes, and the com-
putation is what Lukin describes as a phase 
transition, like “water that transforms into 
ice from a temperature change.” In this case, 
the phase transition is driven by quantum 
interactions in the system.8

“This transformation finds the lowest en-
ergy state,” said Lukin, “and we compare the 
result of the simulation to what we actually 
know, which allows us to quantify the accu-
racy of the machine.”8 

Essentially, by putting the configura-
tion into place—the input—and allowing 
it to evolve, they receive a certain energy 
state—the output—that is the result of their 
computation.  While this specific quantum 
simulation may not be able to perform 
universal computational tasks, it provides 
a way to simulate a physical quantum me-
chanical system that was previously very 
hard to do with classical computers. In the 
words of Alexander Keesling, a Ph.D. stu-
dent on the project, “the way around that 
is to actually build the problem with parti-
cles that follow the same rules as the system 
you’re simulating,” which is precisely what 
Lukin’s team did.9 

But why 51 qubits? Lukin explains that 
it is exactly around 50 atoms where classi-
cal computers are not capable of simulating 
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that number of particles interacting with 
each other. 

“What’s exciting about approaching these 
system sizes is that we are crossing this 
boundary where quantum machines will 
outperform classical machines,” he added.8

If quantum machines with this number of 
qubits already have tremendous capabilities, 
why not just add more qubits? Unfortunately, 
the quantum world has never been easy with 
us. Methods of constructing qubits involve 
trapping little particles and using complex 
optical equipment, like with Lukin’s project, 
and they become very hard to scale when 
you add more qubits. This is due to quantum 
decoherence, a property of quantum systems 
that require that they be isolated from out-
side forces which can collapse the superpo-
sition states.10

“You must have a high degree of quantum 
coherence to process these 250 bits of infor-
mation in spite of the number of qubits,” said 
Lukin.8

The spotlight in quantum computing, at 
one point, was centered on Canadian start-
up D-Wave Systems, which had introduced 
a 2000-qubit quantum computer. D-Wave 
uses a process called quantum annealing 
that uses magnetic fields to change the en-
ergy states of superconducting loops. Simi-
lar to Lukin’s quantum simulator, quantum 
annealing is used to solve specific optimi-
zation problems and does not function as a 
universal quantum computer. Although the 
number of qubits they boast sounds striking-
ly impressive, Lukin adds that “their qubits 
have a very short quantum memory time 
and decohere very rapidly”—on the order of 
nanoseconds.8,11 Nonetheless, they’ve caught 
the attention of Google and NASA, who 
have partnered together to purchase one of 
D-Wave’s 2000 qubit computers for $15 mil-
lion for further experimentation.11

Google itself has been ferociously fighting 
decoherence. They have created qubits out 
of supercooled aluminum wires hooked up 
to classical circuits, and their error-correc-
tion methods allowed them to construct a 
9-qubit quantum chip in 2015. Their current 
goal is to come out with a 49-qubit machine 
within the next few months. The tech giant 
is primarily focused on reaching quantum 
supremacy, which Lukin described as the 
time when quantum systems will become 
accurate and efficient enough to easily solve 
problems that our best supercomputers can-
not in a reasonable time frame. At this point 
in time, Google has been able to maintain 
qubits in coherent states on the order of a 
microsecond. While it sounds small, opera-

tions on quantum computers take nanosec-
onds to complete, so these coherent states 
currently allow for thousands of operations 
to run at once.12,16

“Google’s 49-qubit project is interesting 
work,” Lukin agrees. “But they haven’t yet 
operated the machine, and even when im-
plemented will be quite hard to compete 
with our approach in terms of coherence and 
programmability.”8

Competition is flaring, however. IBM, the 
oldest player in the game, has been work-
ing on quantum computing for decades and 
came out with a proof-of-work of a 50-qubit 
quantum computer in November, 2017 that 
could put them ahead of Google in the race. 
They constructed their current system in 
quite a unique way by supercooling a metal 
into a state of superconductivity where a cur-
rent can simultaneously flow in two different 
directions, representing a superposition of 1 
and 0. As of now, they have achieved 9-qubits 
with this setup and hope that as they scale to 
50-qubits, decoherence does not scale out of 
control.17

Decoherence is not even the biggest prob-
lem—designing algorithms for quantum 
computation has proved to be a major the-
oretical challenge for researchers like Lukin. 
Remember that the beauty behind quantum 
computing is that it drastically reduced the 
number of operations required to compute 
something by being able to run many calcu-
lations at once. “This is the idea of parallel 
computing, and that’s where this exponential 
speed up occurs at 2N,” Lukin said.8

However, the issue was that taking mea-
surements of quantum systems collapsed the 
superposition into a single classical state, 
and the challenge is to make sure that the 
classical information returned is accurate 
and useful. 

“You want to design a quantum algorithm 
such that it’s easy to encode the quantum 
problem in a state or in a system of interac-
tions,” said Lukin. “And then you can effi-
ciently extract some classical information.”8 

These quantum algorithms that return 
useful classical results do not follow the same 
logic as our current ones, like Fourier Trans-
form, RSA, or link analysis.18

“That’s what makes it hard, that’s why you 
can’t just take conventional algorithms and 
implement it on a quantum machine,” Lukin 
explained, because there is no guarantee that 
they will be accurate and efficient.8 

Is Lukin’s project a means of developing a 
universal quantum computer? 

“It is on one hand a stepping stone, but it’s 
also the case that to implement useful and 

practical algorithms, we might not need a 
fully universal quantum computer,” he said. 
“We need it to be programmable to encode a 
problem into the machine, but it doesn’t nec-
essarily need to be fully universal.”8

The Uncertain Future

Quantum computing, as we have seen so 
far, is experiencing rapid growth, and the 
desire for the potential power it can provide 
has spread far beyond the tech industry. 
According to classified documents revealed 
by Edward Snowden, the NSA has put $80 
million into use to build “a cryptologically 
useful quantum computer” as part of a proj-
ect they call “Penetrating Hard Targets.” The 
controversial government agency fears that 
people could use powerful quantum com-
puters with methods like Shor’s algorithm to 
break encryption that secures classified gov-
ernment information and communication.19 

“Some people are actually worried that 
this quantum computer power will be mostly 
destructive, but in practice this might be just 
the other way around,” he claimed.8 

Quantum cryptography can allow one to 
encrypt information much more securely 
so that “this encryption is protected by the 
laws of quantum mechanics, which would be 
impossible to break.”8 The NSA thus believes 
that it is crucial for them to get a head start 
now and construct quantum computers that 
can protect their information from attacks in 
the future. Not much is known about their 
progress, but their work calls into question 
the threatening implications quantum com-
puting has on security. Lukin, however, re-
mains optimistic. 

“I would venture to guess that way before 
the time that we have quantum computers 
that are powerful enough to use Shor’s al-
gorithm, we will be using them to do other 
things, like optimization problems, which 
are at the root of tasks like machine learning 
and artificial intelligence,” Lukin explained.8

Google and NASA have already begun re-
search on applying quantum computing to 
artificial intelligence because it utilizes dif-
ficult optimization problems that quantum 
machines can solve. The combined power 
of these two giants might lead us to a break-
through in machine learning.20 

“Shor’s algorithm is important because it 
was one of the earliest examples showing the 
power of quantum computers and it got peo-
ple sort of talking about it,” Lukin stressed, 
“but if you think about the classical comput-
er, we also initially had some ideas of what 
classical computers would be good for.”8
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When computer engineers built the first 
programmable computers, like the Co-
lossus, they used them to aid the British 
military in breaking encrypted German 
communication and calculating projectile 
trajectories during WWII. For the purpos-
es of the war, these machines were much 
more efficient than humans, but after tran-
sistors and integrated circuits were devel-
oped, computers got smaller and were able 
to store programs and run software that 
allowed them to do things never thought 
of before.21,22

“When they tried to implement the al-
gorithms which motivated building these 
classical machines, they only performed 
okay, but other algorithms which were 
completely unproven worked remarkably 
well, and I think there are some indications 
that the same story will be true for quan-
tum computers,” Lukin exclaimed.8

The comparison he drew was optimistic, 
and it put into perspective the potential 
scale and reach of quantum computing. 
It has the power to completely restructure 
data science, it has the power to take us to 
unimaginable heights in computing effi-
ciency and security, and it has the power to 
revolutionize the world.

“We don’t realize it yet,” Lukin said. “We 
just really need to build these machines to 
figure this out, and that’s what we are going 
to do.”8

 
Kidus Negesse '21 is a freshman in Penny-
packer intending to concentrate in Physics 
or Applied Mathematics.
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INTRODUCTION
The invisible world of microbes is a 

scary place. For nearly the entirety of 
humanity’s existence, infectious diseases 
have been the leading cause of death. It 
wasn’t until recently that developments 
such as antiseptic chemicals, vaccina-
tions, and pasteurization (to name a few) 
were developed to combat lethal patho-
gens. Because of those advances, life 
expectancy and global population levels 
have skyrocketed in the past century, but 
there is one advance that has caused the 
death toll from bacterial infections has all 
but disappeared. That advance is the de-
velopment of antibiotics, small molecules 
designed to inhibit or kill bacteria.

To take a page out of the 2008 finan-
cial crisis, the variety of antibiotics discov-
ered in the 1950s and 1960s seemed “too 
big to fail.” Unfortunately, medicine is 
now growing closer to the point where all 
currently used antibiotics will succumb to 
resistance. In the direst of cases, humanity 
will plunge back into a pre-antibiotics era. 
That’s not to say there is no hope though; 
there are several promising new drugs in 
the pipeline that look to be effective in 
killing even the most resistant bacteria. If 
this research can be sustained and if poli-
cy changes can be enacted to promote re-

sponsible antibiotic usage, then the resis-
tance problem will effectively be solved.

THE BIOCHEM PROBLEM
The antibiotic revolution has afforded 

great benefits to humanity including a vast 
increase in life expectancy, the disappear-
ance of many fatal infections, control over 
other once deadly viral diseases, and even 
increased crop and animal yield.1 Yet in 
the euphoria of having momentarily de-
feated bacterial infections, scientists forgot 
how adaptable bacteria are in their ability 
to process their chemical surroundings. 
The so called “golden age” of antibiotics 
resulted in thousands of new compounds 
produced by selectively modifying natural 
antibiotics (such as amoxicillin from pen-
icillin) and this seemingly endless supply 
was thought to be enough to stave off re-
sistance.1 What followed, however, was a 
dramatic decrease in discovery of antibiot-
ics due to growing research costs and stag-
nating technical screening and isolation 
strategies.1 And even though research has 
increased in recent years, without finan-
cial backers to develop these compounds 
into usable drugs, there is still a frustrat-
ingly low number of new drugs entering 
the market.

For many drugs, a slow discovery pro-

cess would not be problematic, but for 
antibiotics, science is racing against the 
evolutionary clock driving resistance. 
The World Bank has estimated costs of 
bacterial resistance could be even more 
than the 2008 recession,2 and the CDC 
has estimated over 23,000 deaths in over 
2 million antibiotic resistant infections in 
the last year alone with that number only 
projected to rise.3 Naturally occurring re-
sistant bacteria are normally evolutionari-
ly disadvantaged because of the metabolic 
costs of maintaining resistant mechanism 
and thus are found in low concentrations 
in the environment. However, following 
introduction of antibiotics, the non-resis-
tant individuals are killed, and resistant 
organisms are allowed to proliferate.3 Not 
only can these resistant colonies go on to 
cause infections directly, they can transfer 
their resistance genes to other bacteria, 
sometimes of completely different spe-
cies, furthering the spread of resistance.3 
Scientists knew this all but underesti-
mated the speed at which bacteria could 
adapt which is what led them to this cur-
rent crisis.1

Of the resistant bacteria, the most 
pressing subset are the Gram-negative 
species, a categorization based on struc-
tural differences in bacteria. A useful anal-
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ogy might be to think of Gram-positives as 
being surrounded by a thick layer of steel 
mesh while Gram-negatives are surround-
ed by a thin layer of lead. Throwing a rock 
at both will not do anything, however, 
pouring water on the Gram-positives will 
allow penetration. In addition to the de-
creased permeability to drugs, Gram-neg-
atives also have more built in resistance 
mechanisms and a higher ability to pass 
genes around.5 Thus, antibiotic resistant 
Gram-negatives are causing more infec-
tions worldwide and those infections are 
more difficult to treat as well.2

THE INDUSTRY PROBLEM
The last, and arguably most concern-

ing, obstacle in solving the resistance 
problem concerns industrial pressures. 
As antibiotics ideally should be used as 
sparingly as possible, that creates an un-
favorable situation for pharmaceutical 
companies looking to maximize sales 
which results in research on antibiotics 
being relegated to academia.1 Addition-
ally, since antibiotics cure diseases, they 
are short course therapies and thus bring 
in less revenue than say a beta-blocker 
for high blood pressure which must be 
constantly taken. Lastly, the time and 
money it takes to develop new antibiot-
ics (even longer and more expensive now 
that drug-approval protocols have become 
more stringent) combined with the short 
time frame is just an additional factor 
making it unfavorable for drug compa-
nies, or anyone for that matter, to invest 
in antibiotic development.1

Promisingly though, there has been 
a rather unprecedented uptick in global 
awareness of antibiotic resistance and a 
number of entities have implemented 
programs designed to incentivize research 
and development.2

THE PRIORITY ANTIMICROBIAL

VALUE AND ENTRTY (PAVE) AWARD
The PAVE award concept, developed 

by the Duke-Margolis Center for Health 
Policy at Duke University, aims to over-
come the low return on investment of 
antibiotics and overturn the current vol-
ume-based payment industry paradigm.5 
They proposed a market entry award 
which will provide companies with pub-
lic funding following FDA approval with 

the stipulation that they must find other 
sources of funding that are tied to drug 
efficacy/performance.5,6 To generate 
these public funds, the group considered 
selling transferable exclusivity vouchers 
(TEV) which when owned, would allow 
companies to maintain a limited monop-
oly on a drug of their choice.

Though not expressly included as part 
of the award, the PAVE group recom-
mended that a comprehensive strategy 
for addressing antibiotic resistance should 
also include what they call “push incen-
tives.”5 Push incentives do what their 
name implies, they push drugs into the 
market by providing funds for both clin-
ical and pre-clinical research, reducing 
the burden of the drug approval process 
on pharmaceutical companies. Thus, 

they increase both academic and industry 
research and speed up the discovery and 
safety testing steps of drug development.

The PAVE award stresses that finan-
cial incentives for pharmaceutical com-
panies alone, no matter the amount and 
no matter the time line over which they 
are given, will not be enough to defeat 
resistance. They stress that proper anti-
biotic stewardship, minimizing unneces-
sary antibiotic usage and prescribing the 
minimally effective antibiotic for a given 
infection, will also be key.5 This respon-
sibility will have to lie primarily on doc-
tors and other health professions as they 
have direct contact with patients, but the 
PAVE award makes it clear that the indus-
try must also stop pushing for their antibi-
otics to be prescribed.
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FDA PROGRAMS
The USA’s FDA has created a vari-

ety of programs designed to increase the 
amount of antibiotics available to treat 
resistant infections. As part of their GAIN 
(Generating Antibiotic Incentives Now) 
act, the FDA created the QIDP (Qual-
ified Infectious Disease Product) des-
ignation which offers the incentive of a 
five-year exclusivity extension and both 
Fast Track designation and priority review 
from the FDA.7 QIDP status allows drugs 
to make it through the FDA’s review pro-
cess much quicker and also gives them 
access to more guidance from the FDA 
in the process to approval.7

A similar program to the FDA’s Fast 
Track process is the Breakthrough Ther-
apy designation. It is not included with 
QIDP designation, and to receive the 
designation, a drug must show that it has 
a clear advantage over available therapy, 
examples of which include improved 
safety profile or an effect on serious symp-
toms of a disease.8 Breakthrough Therapy 
designation includes all the benefits of 
the Fast Track process but also includes 
more thorough advising on efficient drug 
development starting in Phase 1 clinical 
trials.8

UPCOMING DRUGS
In conjunction with the industry 

modifying policies spurring research and 
changing antibiotic usage paradigms 
to prevent future development of resis-
tance, new drugs still need to be devel-
oped which can deal with the current 
resistance problem. For now, there are 
only a few candidates that have shown 
promise in fighting multi-drug resistant 
Gram-negative bacteria, but even one 
reliable drug is enough to start making a 

dent in the problem. Some of them are 
semisynthetic derivatives of known drugs, 
some are fully synthetic compounds of es-
tablished antibiotics classes, some of the 
drugs are new combinations of previously 
approved drugs, and others are complete-
ly new classes of compounds. Here is an 
overview of a few of the upcoming drugs.

LEFAMULIN
A novel pleuromutilin, lefamulin is 

being developed by Nebriva and current-
ly in Phase 3 clinical trials.9 Interestingly 
enough, it is the first pleuromutilin to be 
developed for systemic rather than topical 
use which has made it incredibly effective 
against many drug resistant bacteria both 
Gram-negative and positive.9,10 Addition-
ally, research has shown that pleuromuti-
lins have a generally low susceptibility to 
resistance development and that due to 
their unique mechanism of action, they 
have low levels of cross resistance with 
other antibiotics.10,11 Though it is cur-
rently being advanced as an agent to treat 
community acquired bacterial pneumo-
nia (CABP), Nabriva is also developing it 
for skin infections and pediatric infections 
all in both IV and oral availabilities.10

ERAVACYCLINE
Synthesized at Harvard University by 

Amory Houghton Professor of Chemistry 
and Chemical Biology Andrew Myers, 
eravacycline is a tetracycline antibiotic 
that was developed to treat complicat-
ed intra-abdominal infections (cIAI).12 

The fully synthetic route to its creation 
allowed for substitution of chemical 
structures that were key in demonstrating 
activity against CRE and carbapenem re-
sistant A. Baumanii (CRAB).9,12 It is also 

unaffected by many resistant mechanisms 
specific to tetracyclines and is effective 
against bacteria resistant to colistin, a 
potent drug of last resort.9,12 Tetraphase, 
its parent company, recently submitted 
an NDA which was given priority review 
and included data demonstrating non-in-
feriority to two carbapenems in Phase 3 
clinical trials and is aiming for both IV 
and oral formulations of the drug to treat 
serious hospital infections.12

 

CEFIDEROCOL
Antibiotic resistance is not always due 

to degradation of the drug by bacterial 
enzymes. Sometimes the drugs simply 
cannot penetrate the cell either because 
they are actively effluxed or because the 
cell wall is simply too difficult to breach. 
To get around the latter, scientists at 
Shionogi have developed cefiderocol 
which is a semisynthetic derivative of 
ceftazidmine, a cephalosporin, and is 
able to get into bacterial cells by binding 
to iron and hitching a ride through the 
bacterial iron.9,13 Because of the novelty 
of the compound, it is relatively immune 
to all the known beta-lactamases and has 
demonstrated activity against all of the 
multi drug resistant Gram-negative in-
fections prioritized by the WHO.13 Phase 
3 clinical trials are currently being done 
or have been completed in cUTIs and in 
hospital/ventilator acquired pneumonia 
and Shionogi is planning on submitting 
a NDA later this year.9,13

MUREPAVADIN
The first in its class of novel antibiot-

ics, murepavadin is an outer membrane 
protein targeting antibiotic developed by 
Polyphor which inhibits the construction 

Lefamulin Eravacycline
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of a portion of the cell wall by mimicking the 
needed compound.9 As the first of its class, 
there are only intrinsically resistant bacteria 
for which murepavadin cannot physically 
reach the membrane; in other words, there 
are no biochemical resistance mechanisms 
that would impede its success and thus it 
shows no cross resistance with other antibi-
otics.9,14 It is being developed to specifically 
treat carbapenem resistant Pseudomonas 
and has been given QIDP status with two 
Phase 2 clinical trials indicating high treat-
ment levels and low resistance development 
having been completed.14

RECCE 327
Taking the membrane binding idea fur-

ther, Recce pharmaceuticals has developed 
a membrane binding protein that causes 
the cell to burst from outward pressure.15 
It is unique in that it indiscriminately at-
tacks both Gram-negative and Gram-pos-
itive bacteria because it is both effective 
against the outer membrane found in 
the Gram-negative bacteria and is small 
enough that it can diffuse through the thick 
peptidoglycan of the Gram-positive bacte-
ria.15 Additionally, Recce claims that their 
product binds so nonspecifically to the cell 
wall that even mutations that alter the com-
position of its binding target won’t affect its 
efficacy.15 Having both broad spectrum and 
anti-resistant development characteristics 
would make this drug the ultimate addition 
to medicine’s arsenal, and having received 
QIDP designation from the FDA, recce is 
hoping that their planned clinical trials will 
be able to repeat the powerful results that 
laboratory experiments have demonstrat-
ed.15

CONCLUSION
Antibiotics have come a long way since 

the golden era of their discovery. Though in 
recent years bacteria have developed star-
tling amounts of resistance to even the most 
potent of antibiotics, the world is starting to 
respond. With changes to both the research 
process and the prescribing paradigm and 
with increases in the development of nov-
el antibiotics, science is on track to restore 
the benefits that the first antibiotic revolu-
tion brought about. As the public becomes 
increasingly aware of the problem of resis-
tance, patients will undoubtedly reduce 
their want of unnecessary antibiotics; how-

ever, doctors and the industry must also 
do their part. Policy changes may be the 
ultimatum needed to spur action, but re-
gardless, increased research into antibiotics 
will only be effective if everyone educates 
themselves about proper antibiotic steward-
ship. Antibiotics allowed for major surgeries 
lifesaving procedures that would have im-
possible due to the risk of infection and it 
is not an exaggeration to say that antibiotics 
form the cornerstone of many of the great-
est medicinal advancements in the last half 
century. Continued enjoyment of their ben-
efits will require work from pharmaceutical 
companies, doctors, and patients alike, but 
it is a worthwhile change that will undoubt-
edly continue to bring far reaching benefits 
to all of humanity.

Kelvin Li ’21 is a freshman in Wigglesworth 
Hall. 
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SPACE BIOLOGY AND 
THE FUTURE OF THE 

HUMAN RACE
by connie cai

Space biology — even the name of the field sounds 
like an oxymoron. Little research has been done in 
space biology, simply because of how difficult (and ex-
pensive) it is to get specimens up in space. Moreover, 
whatever research that does come from such experi-
ments is not easily replicable and thus, often inconclu-
sive. 

Yet space biology is a field that deserves to be giv-
en more attention, especially if we consider the future 
of our planet and the human race. Tech mega-moguls 
like Jeff Bezos and Elon Musk champion space travel 
as our future; they envision a time where we can take 
off in search of a new home once this planet becomes 
uninhabitable. Yet before this science-fiction becomes 
a reality, less fiction and more science need to happen. 
And the first question space biologists or anyone in-
terested in space travel must ask is: can humans even 
colonize space? Our eyes, our cerebrospinal fluids, all 
of these things that were evolved specifically for the 
conditions of planet Earth –– are any of these the lim-
iting factors for human space travel? 

In 1991, NASA started the Spacelab Life Science 
Mission to investigate the effects of microgravity on 
animals and animal development. The ultimate goal 
was to examine the possibility of human development 
in space, and essentially determine if humans could 
one day give birth in space. They blasted over 2,000 jel-
lyfish polyps into space, and induced them to strobilate 
(to progress through their life cycle from polyp to ma-
ture jellyfish). Jellyfish, specifically Aurelia aurita, were 
chosen for the job because of their rapid metamor-
phosis (less than five days) and the ability of scientists 
to easily induce metamorphosis in jellyfish by dosing 
their environment with either iodine or thyroxine.1 

Being able to conduct an experiment in space is a priv-
ilege; the fact that jellyfish were selected to be grown 
in space over other animals and experiments demon-
strates that NASA believed that this particular study 
would be illuminating for the future of space travel. 

The scientists brought these space jellies back to 
Earth and compared them to their counterparts and 
found that there were slightly more jellyfish in the 
space sample that were unable to swim properly. Sci-
entists hypothesized that microgravity was affecting 
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the development of the jellyfish’s statoliths, or specialized 
cells that perceive gravity and help orient the jellyfish. 
Because humans have similar cells, the scientists believed 
that the jellyfish would serve as a model for humans. If 
in the future, long-time space travel becomes a reality, 
humans born and raised in space may struggle returning 
to Earth or other planets, according to the research of jel-
lyfish in space. As strange as it sounds, jellyfish in space 
have shown us that perhaps long-term space travel is not 
as glamorous and as simple as we would like to believe. 

Other ways that research on space biology, particular-
ly human physiology in space, is conducted is through 
Head Down Bed Rest (HDBR) simulations. In these 
simulations, subjects are required to complete all their 
daily activities in a bed that places their head at a six-de-
gree tilt from their feet for several months. These stud-
ies mimic a zero-gravity environment without having 
to send people to space. These studies have illuminated 
many effects of microgravity on humans: loss of accurate 
spatial orientation, loss of head-eye and hand-eye co-
ordination, muscular atrophy, swelling of the head, loss 
of bone density, deteriorating bone architecture, among 
other effects.2 Currently, NASA has a fairly decent un-
derstanding of the effects of space on humans for short 
periods of time (around five/six months, or the length 
of most space missions and HDRB simulations). Longer 
than that, however, the amount of research is limited. 
Here, then, is the frontier of space biology: we do not 
fully understand how the human body reacts to progres-
sively longer amounts of time in space. Finding the an-
swers to this question is the key to space travel. 

NASA is pursuing another research avenue to further 
their understanding with their twin study of astronauts 
Scott Kelly and Mark Kelly. One of the twins (Scott) was 
sent up to space for 340 days while his brother Mark re-
mained on Earth as a control. While full research results 
have not been released, interesting findings are already 
emerging. Effects in gene expression, telomeres, and 
gut microbiome have been observed alongside expect-
ed physiological effects such as changes in bone densi-
ty. Telomeres are DNA caps that protect the ends of our 
chromosomes, and longer telomeres are generally associ-
ated with cell longevity. Scott’s telomeres were observed 
to grow in space –– and once Scott returned to Earth, the 
length of his telomeres returned to pre-flight levels.3 This 
interesting and unintuitive finding has prompted NASA 
to plan a 2018 study of telomere length in ten astronauts. 
Again, most of the studies here, while interesting, do not 
offer concrete conclusions due to their small sample size. 
They do, however, offer interesting suggestions for what 
the human consequences of space travel will be. 

NASA, however, is not the only one invested in human 
space travel. Both Jeff Bezos and Elon Musk run private 
space exploration companies that explore the possibili-
ty of long-term human space colonization. Bezos is the 
founder of Blue Origin, a private space company that 
champions space tourism and space travel. Elon Musk’s 
company is called SpaceX, and their vision statement 
writes that their ultimate goal is “of enabling people to 
live on other planets.”4 Together these companies are the 
frontrunners in the burgeoning private space explora-

tion industry, and with the help of their money/fame, 
their vision for the future is rapidly gaining popularity. 

Yet it does require a certain kind of arrogance to be-
lieve that we can simply escape this world once we make 
it uninhabitable and find another to colonize. In addi-
tion, the reality of space travel is not as chic –– nor as 
feasible, yet –– as NASA, Bezos, or Musk would have us 
believe. In the words of Scott Kelly on his first days back 
on Earth after a year in space, 

“I’m seriously nauseated now, feverish, and my 
pain has gotten worse. This isn’t like how I felt af-
ter my last mission. This is much, much worse… 
I wonder whether my friend Misha, by now back 
in Moscow, is also suffering from swollen legs 
and painful rashes. I suspect so. This is why we 
volunteered for this mission, after all: to discov-
er more about how the human body is affected 
by long-term space flight. Our space agencies 
won’t be able to push out farther into space, to 
a destination like Mars, until we can learn more 
about how to strengthen the weakest links in 
the chain that make space flight possible: the 
human body and mind.”5

The idea of space travel and living on another plan-
et is impossibly alluring. The reality of space travel, and 
the bodily wear of it isn’t quite as alluring, yet many are 
working to make us believe in it as our future. And we 
believe it. We want to make space travel a reality, and 
so we study jellyfish and gut biomes, all in search of the 
miraculous — all in search of a new world.

Connie Cai ‘21 is a freshman in Grays Hall intending to 
concentrate in Chemical and Physical Biology. 
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Opioid abuse is responsible for billions of dollars of ad-
ditional healthcare expenditure, and more importantly, 
about 90 deaths every day in the US alone.1 In the treat-
ment of addiction and eradication of the current opioid 
crisis, vaccination against street drugs has become a po-
tential therapeutic option. Scientists from the Janda lab 
(Skaggs Institute) have developed a vaccine that exploits 
features from the immune system to prevent the adverse 
effects of opioids like heroin. Learning from a similar ef-
fort for a vaccine against cocaine2 the team created a struc-
ture that could be injected into mice and sequester heroin 
by covalently conjugating a heroin analog (a hapten) to a 
carrier protein.3 The haptens tested were bound to proteins 
such as diphtheria toxoid or tetanus toxoid produced a 
strong immune response that resulted in a high blood an-
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tibody concentration; such concentration ultimately pre-
vented the opioids from reaching the brain by antibody 
sequestration. The antibody’s specificity depends on 
what drug or metabolite it was meant to mimic structur-
ally, giving high specificity control to the scientists. The 
vaccine, when administered in mice, was able to reduce 
heroin’s potency by over 3-fold initially,3 only to be made 
longer-lasting and more effective against high (even le-
thal) doses of heroin in subsequent work.4 In parallel, the 
Matyas lab (US Military HIV Research Program) opti-
mized the hapten synthesis, making the process scalable 
and the vaccine protective against other abused opioids 
like oxycodone, hydrocodone and hydromorphone while 
not binding to endogenous opioid peptides or drugs used 
to treat overdoses and addiction such as naloxone or 
methadone.5

If translated to the clinic, the vaccines combined with 
withdrawal-alleviating drugs could prove useful in the 
treatment of opioid addiction and the epidemic’s allevi-
ation. However, if they are to become a therapeutic, and 
more generally if vaccination for drug addiction is to be 
the standard of care, the paradigm will need to face sev-
eral questions. For instance, will patients and clinical tri-
al volunteers be cooperative? Most likely not, as a failed 
clinical trial for a cocaine vaccine elucidated, or at least 
not without a proper psychosocial support network6. At 
the same time, while efficient against multiple opioids, 
neither vaccine responds to fentanyl or sufentanil, both 
drugs abused by addicts, but also critical in severe pain 
management. Importantly: should they? If a vaccinated 
patient is committed to relapse with heroin, they could 
easily (and inadvertently) overdose with high fentanyl 
doses present in laced street heroin believing they would 
need a high dose after being vaccinated. On the other 
hand, if a vaccine is made effective against fentanyl, a pa-
tient in need for emergency pain management may be 
completely out of options having been vaccinated against 
them; the last resort in such a situation, a higher dose of 
opioids, could prove extremely dangerous, as the ther-
apeutic dose varies in the population, making patients 
susceptible to an accidental overdose. On top of that, 
how will a vaccination paradigm work against newer, 
more potent and elusive “designer drugs”? 7 Considering 
the radically different time scales of newer, more potent 

street drug production/commercialization and FDA-ap-
proved treatment development, there is a real possibility 
that science will never catch up to addiction.

While promising, vaccines would do little to resolve 
the opioid crisis until other societal problems are solved 

first, and in fact may even result more dangerous than 
beneficial. In a situation as delicate as this one with thou-
sands of lives at risk, the vaccination paradigm may prove 
ineffective –if not harmful– if not properly assessed by 
scientists and authorities. Vaccination is nevertheless 

an option worth considering in parallel with alternative 
paradigms in order to arrive at the most comprehensive 
solution.

Felipe Flores '19 is a junior in Quincy House concentrat-
ing in Human Developmental and Regenerative Biology.
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